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MATERIALS AND METHODS
- 717 3D scans of experimentally produced flakes made on flint, captured with an Artec Spider (EVA-S-3D) 

structured light surface scanner.

- We explore variability in 3 production strategies including Levallois, discoidal and laminar flake production. 

- Assemblage includes 45 distinct core reduction sequences, with all stages of reduction represented.

- Flakes landmarked so that (1) key technological features are consistently identified across specimens (Fig.1) and 
(2) platforms and flakes can be analysed separately (Fig.2).

- Principal Component Analysis (PCA) used to decompose/visualize variation in flakes, Generalized Linear Models 
(GLMs) and Random Forest models fitted to estimate production strategy. Two-block partial least-squares 
regression (‘2DPLS’) used to explore relationship between platforms and flakes.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS FOR THREE STRATEGIES
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BACKGROUND
- Digital workflows for lithics tend to focus on “tools” such as retouched or shaped stone artefacts.
- Tools are regionally and temporally constrained in the archaeological record, restricting questions about past hominin behaviour that we can use them to 

answer.
- We need to quantify artefacts that all past stone artefact manufacturing hominins made, such as cores and flakes.
- Here we develop measures of flakes with 3D Geometric Morphometrics (3DGM).
- As a demonstration of one aspect of the utility of this approach, we quantitatively estimate the strategies used to produce these flakes. 

Fig.1: Geometrically correspondent fixed landmarks, curves and surfaces on examples of two flakes

Fig.2: Landmark clusters distinguishing platforms and flakes

- Our approach captures aspects of 
flake variability related to production 
that are historically agreed upon to be 
behaviorally informative.

- High resolution morphological 
features separate flakes produced by 
different production strategies (Fig.3).

- Relationships between platforms and 
flakes differ in the application of 
different production strategies (Fig.4).

CONCLUSIONS
- Our approach estimates the strategies used to produce flakes at success rates of 73-76%.

- This success rate is high, considering flakes from all stages of core reduction were analysed.

- Flake classifications of several Middle Paleolithic assemblages, compared with accurately 
classified specimens in our study, suggest 3DGM can estimate production strategy ~50% more 
successfully than human analysts (Fig.5).

- The broader value in this approach may be as a quantitative option to move away from 
classification systems altogether. 

Fig.3: PC1 vs PC2 of flake shape data Fig.4: Flake shape (Y) predicted by platform shape (X)

Fig.5: Archaeological vs experimental landmarked flake classification
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